Computerized testing in Parkinson's disease: Performance deficits in relation to standard clinical measures.
This study assessed deficits associated with Parkinson's disease (PD) at two time points separated by 1 year using a computerized neuropsychological battery, and determined interrelationships with conventional clinical measures of cognitive functioning (Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MoCA) and motor impairment (Part III of the Unified PD Rating Scale; UPDRS), as well as other factors known to influence cognitive dysfunction in PD. Participants included 37 with PD and 47 controls. Linear mixed-effects models were developed for each computerized task. Results showed that the PD group performed worse than controls on all of the computerized tasks at both time points. In contrast, MoCA scores differed between PD and controls only at follow-up. However, the MoCA detected decline over the year in the PD group, whereas only one of the computerized tasks did. In both groups, higher MoCA scores predicted better performance on some but not all of the computerized tasks. Surprisingly, UPDRS-rated motor impairment did not predict performance on any of the computerized tasks, and aside from older age, which predicted poorer performance on all but one task, the other factors-education, affective and impulsivecompulsive symptoms, sleep quality, dopaminergic medication-generally had no relationship with performance on the computerized tasks. The presence of performance deficits for all of the computerized tasks in the PD group compared to controls, but not for the MoCA at initial testing, indicates that the computerized battery was better able to detect deficits. However, in contrast to the MoCA, the current results call into question the suitability of the computerized battery as measured here for tracking decline.